
CASE STUDY

Rescuing Business Continuity: Stellar Repair for Exchange at
Pointel Communication SpA

Introduction:
In the dynamic realm of integrated communication solutions, maintaining opera-

tional resilience is paramount. This in-depth case study explores the challenges 

faced by Pointel Communication SpA, a prominent provider specializing in data 

transmission and VoIP services. With expertise in network management and 

security, the company caters to SMBs and key sectors, offering customized 

solutions for heightened client competitiveness. Discover how Stellar Repair for 

Exchange emerged as the indispensable solution to a critical database issue, 

ensuring the uninterrupted flow of communication services and safeguarding 

Pointel's business continuity.

Background:

Pointel Communication SpA stands as a stalwart in the realm of integrated 

communication solutions. Specializing in data transmission and VoIP services, the 

company's expertise extends to network management and security, serving both 

SMBs and key industry sectors. Pointel is dedicated to delivering tailored solutions 

that enhance client competitiveness in an ever-evolving technological landscape. 

Even technology leaders face critical challenges. Pointel Communication SpA 

encountered a severe setback with the database of their Exchange 2013 server. 

The corruption of this essential component posed a significant threat to data 

integrity and service continuity, shaking the foundations of Pointel's well-estab-

lished communication services. The Exchange 2013 server's database corruption 

presented a complex challenge, demanding a swift and effective resolution.

“Stellar Repair for Exchange proved 
indispensable for Pointel. Facing a 
critical database issue with our 
Exchange 2013 server, the software 
swiftly restored our mailbox database, 
ensuring uninterrupted email services. I 
highly recommend Stellar's solution for 
organizations seeking swift and effective 
recovery from Exchange database 
challenges."

Vito Mattera, CIO, Pointel
Communication SpA

Client

Statement from the customer:

Vito Mattera, CIO, Pointel
Communication SpA
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Impact on the Business
The email service, a linchpin for Pointel's operations, faced potential disruption 

due to the corrupted database. The implications were profound, with far-reaching 

consequences: Disruptions in email services directly translated to potential 

economic losses for Pointel. The availability of critical communication channels, 

integral to their services, was at stake.

Attempted Solutions:

Before turning to the solution that would reshape their narrative, 

Pointel explored various data recovery and restoration software, all to 

no avail. The urgency to resolve the issue fueled the search for a robust 

and effective solution that could restore normalcy to their communica-

tion infrastructure.

Stellar Repair for Exchange

Benefits

Solution

Solution and Benefits:
Stellar Repair for Exchange proved to be the beacon of hope for Pointel. Effectively 

resolving the database corruption issue, the software promptly restored the 

mailbox database, minimizing downtime and ensuring business continuity. In the 

absence of a quick and effective solution, the prolonged downtime of email 

services could have resulted in severe disruptions for Pointel Communication SpA, 

translating into significant economic losses.

Conclusion:
In conclusion, Stellar Repair for Exchange emerged as the savior for Pointel Communica-

tion SpA, addressing a critical database issue and ensuring the swift restoration of 

their email services. This comprehensive case study underscores the importance 

of reliable and efficient solutions in maintaining business continuity, especially in 

the face of unforeseen technical challenges. The responsive support and robust 

features of Stellar Repair for Exchange made it the go-to choice for Pointel 

Communication SpA, reaffirming the significance of proactive and effective tools in 

today's dynamic business environment.

Acknowledging the need for expert assistance, Pointel sought help from 

Stellar's technical support team. The experience with Stellar's support 

was marked by responsiveness and technical adeptness, as Vito 

Mattera, CIO of Pointel, found the team to be prompt and comprehensive 

in addressing installation and usage queries through the live chat feature.

Enter Stellar Repair for Exchange, a powerful and user-friendly tool that 

would redefine Pointel's approach to database recovery. The software's 

rapid restoration capabilities and flexibility for live environment resto-

ration or data export in various formats became key highlights.

Stellar Repair for Exchange provided a 

powerful and user-friendly tool for the 

rapid restoration of email services, 

offering flexibility for live environment 

restoration or data export in various 

formats.

Challenges

Database corruption posed a severe
threat to data integrity and service
continuity, potentially leading to
significant economic losses.

Business Need

Swift and effective recovery of the
Exchange 2013 server's corrupted
database to ensure uninterrupted
email services.

The software's effectiveness in resolv-

ing the database corruption issue 

ensured the prompt restoration of 

the mailbox database, preventing 

prolonged downtime and mitigating 

potential disruptions to Pointel 

Communication SpA's business 

operations.


